Abstract-In this paper, the convergence of a recently proposed CORDIC adaptive lattice filtering (CALF) algorithm is proved. It is shown that the update of the rotation angle (which is equivalent to the reflection coefficient) can be modeled by the state transition of a regular Markov chain, with each rotation angle being a state. The convergence of the CALF algorithm then is established as this Markov chain converges from an initial state probability distribution to its limiting state probability distribution. Formulae that enable explicit calculation of the limiting state distribution are derived. Moreover, it is shown that the algorithm has an exponential convergence rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE CORDIC adaptive lattice filter (CALF) [11] is an efficient implementation of the stochastic gradient based adaptive lattice filter algorithm using a special arithmetic unit called CORDIC [12] , [20] , [21] . A distinct feature of CALF is that it requires only a simple up/down binary counter per lattice stage to realize the stochastic gradient (SG)-based adaptation algorithm. This compares very favorably, in terms of cost and ease of design, to the microprocessor-based architecture used in conventional implementation of adaptive lattice algorithms [4] , [8] - [10] , [14] , [18] . The simplicity and regularity of the CALF architecture makes it an excellent candidate for many adaptive lattice filter applications such as echo cancellation or channel equalization.
In an earlier empirical study [11] , we observed that the CALF algorithm demonstrates good convergence properties that are roughly comparable with those employing more complicated adaptation schemes. However, no theoretical results were developed to prove that the CALF algorithm will indeed converge. The main objective of this paper is to develop a novel approach to prove the convergence of the CALF algorithm theoretically. By taking advantage of the fact that the parameters (rotation angles) in the CALF algorithm may take only a finite number of distinct values, we established the convergence of the CALF algorithm as the convergence of a regular Markov chain toward its limiting state probability distribution. This convergence definition allows us to establish the asymptotic convergence rate of the CALF algorithm.
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Moreover, the method we develop is very general and can be applied to other gradient-based adaptation algorithms with large step size and a finite number of different parameter values.
In the rest of this paper, some basic notations and definitions will be reviewed in Section II. The CALF algorithm will be derived in Section III. The convergence proof and discussion of convergence rate is derived in Section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. The CORDIC Algorithm
The coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) is an iterative arithmetic algorithm capable of efficient evaluation of elementary functions. With the CORDIC algorithm, all arithmetic operations are evaluated via the rotation of a real vector in one of three possible coordinate systems: linear, circular, or hyperbolic. The rotation angle is decomposed into a sequence of elementary rotation angles. Each elementary rotation angle is chosen such that it can be evaluated using simple shift-and-add method. Furthermore, these elementary operations can be realized with an array of pipelined CORDIC processors [1] , [2] , [5] , [7] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] . Thus, for applications that demand high throughput rate, such as video signal processing, the CORDIC processor implementation of lattice filter sections would be desirable.
B. CORDIC Implementation of Lattice Filters
A lattice filter is formed by cascading successive basic (normalized) lattice sections (cf., Fig. 1 ), which can be described by 1 (1) where and are called forward and backward prediction error of the th lattice section at time instant , and 2 Obviously, The operation performed in each normalized lattice section corresponds to a hyperbolic rotation of the vector 1 Although only normalized lattice section formulation is discussed in this paper, the un-normalized version result can be derived using a similar approach. 2 is not the same as the reflection coefficient of an un-normalized lattice filter, which is often denoted by 1053-587X/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE Thus, if the rotation angle is represented by (2) with , the hyperbolic rotation in (1) can be computed using the following iterative formulation.
Initiation: Given and CORDIC iterations
For-i Loop
In general, to obtain and , we must multiply both and by a scaling factor to compensate the change of magnitude of and during the CORDIC iterations. However, applying the same scaling factor on both and will not affect the computation of or , which is desired. Thus, the scaling operation can be skipped.
C. SG Adaptive Lattice Algorithms
Stochastic gradient lattice algorithms are derived by minimizing an instantaneous prediction error (4) The reflection coefficient is updated using a stochastic gradient formula (5) After simplification, we have (6) Direct computation of the gradient, obviously, will require several multiplication and division operations. Alternately, a sign-sign update formula (7) will require only an addition operation to update Equations (5) and (7) are the stochastic gradient adaptive lattice algorithm for normalized lattice filters. In the literature, there are also two types of stochastic gradient lattice algorithms for un-normalized lattice filters [10] . Regardless of which of these adaptive algorithms are used, however, none of them admit practical realization using a CORDIC-based arithmetic unit. This is because these adaptation algorithms update rather than the CORDIC rotation angle
As such, when a CORDIC processor is used to compute the lattice operation, at every time step, will need to be converted to , and then, , before the CORDIC processor can evaluate the lattice operation with the new parameter. These conversions constitute tremendous overheads that makes such a naive CORDIC implementation of SG adaptive lattice algorithm impractical. Clearly, the remedy would be to directly update the rotation angle or, better yet, the set of parameters , rather than
III. CALF: CORDIC ADAPTIVE LATTICE FILTER
In this section, we will derive the CALF algorithm. Although a preliminary formulation of CALF has been reported earlier [11] , the derivation below provides much details which are needed to facilitate the convergence proof.
A. Updating Rotation Angles
In order to derive an updating formula for the rotation angle , we take the gradient of , which is defined in (4), with respect to Based on (1), it is not difficult to verify that (8) where (9) is an instantaneous estimate of the reflection coefficient of an un-normalized lattice filter according to Burg's formula [3] (10)
From (8), it is easy to prove the following lemma. Lemma 1: Define the instantaneous estimate of the rotation angle:
Then, if and only if Proof: This lemma follows from the definition of and (8) . Now, we would like to find a gradient-based updating formulation for (12) To avoid the multiplication operation, a sign-sign updating algorithm similar to (7) can be derived from (12) sgn sgn (13) Compared with (12), (13) requires only a simple addition for each update of However, neither (12) nor (13) will be suitable if the lattice sections are to be realized with a CORDIC processor. This is because the rotation angle must be converted to the corresponding set of before the CORDIC iteration may proceed. This conversion will incur significant overhead in terms of additional hardware and delay. The CALF algorithm is designed to alleviate such a problem by updating the implicit representation of , i.e.
directly.
B. The CALF Algorithm
From (2), it is clear that the set of so called shift sequence can be regarded as a representation of the rotation angle using the set of elementary rotation angles as the basis. Since that there are only elementary rotation angles and that the coefficient is restricted to , there are exactly distinct values that can take. In other words, using the CORDIC algorithm, will be quantized into one of the predetermined values. Let us define a -bit binary integer such that and that Here, we let be the most significant bit and be the least significant bit of Then, the binary number and the rotation angle have a one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, between and , the magnitude precedence relation is maintained.
Lemma 2: Let and correspond to and , respectively.
if and only if Proof: We make use an important property of the inverse hyperbolic tangent function (14) Now, denote Then, implies (15) Using (14), we may deduce that (15) The last inequality follows from the fact that
With being a positive integer, Lemma 2 guarantees that the binary number can be updated using sgn (18) Combining the CORDIC-implemented lattice filter operation (1) with (18) One important observation is that (18) can be realized with a simple binary up/down counter. A block diagram of a single stage lattice filter implemented using CALF is depicted in Fig. 2 .
We also observe that the actual step size, in terms of rotation angle, is not constant in CALF. This is due to the nonlinearity of the inverse tanh function. Specifically, according to (14) , regardless of how large the value of may be. These fixed step size obviously will impact on the accuracy of the parameter estimate of the CALF algorithm. More details and possible solutions will be discussed in Section IV-D.
Example 1: We generated a second-order AR process with a spectral shaping filter This corresponds to and The excitation process is a white, normal, wide-sense stationary random process with zero mean, and
We used three different values of , namely, and for experimentation and fix for all trials. For each value of , ten trials on independently generated AR process, with 10 000 samples each, are performed. The traces of the parameter estimate of are recorded for each trial. The mean and standard deviation over these ten trials on each time step are shown in Figs. [3] [4] [5] . From these results, we observe that when is small, the convergence is faster, although it suffers from larger variations. As increases so that the step size decreases, the convergence is slower and with smaller variations. In what follows, we will derive the theory that explains these observations.
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF CALF
In this section, we will show that if the input to the adaptive lattice filter is a stationary random process, then the rotation angle of each lattice section, updated using the CALF algorithm, comprises a regular Markov chain. This Markov chain will contain states, each corresponding to a distinct value of and, hence, a distinct rotation angle. The CALF angle adaptation process thus corresponds to the state transition within this Markov chain. By showing that this Markov chain is regular, we invoke the asymptotic convergence theory of a regular Markov chain to establish the convergence of the rotation angle of the CALF algorithm to a limiting probability distribution. Furthermore, by showing that this CALF-induced Markov chain is reversible, we relate the convergence rate in terms of a time constant of the convergence curve to the second largest eigenvalue (in magnitude) of the state probability transition matrix. As such, we are able to establish the exponential convergence rate of the CALF algorithm. We note that previously, the Markov chain-based method has been used to analyze the convergence of sign-sign adaptive lattice algorithms [14] , which uses conventional arithmetic unit. The application of this approach to a CORDIC-based lattice filter algorithm appears to be new.
A. Structure of the Markov Chain
For convenience, let us denote as the rotation angle corresponding to and to be the set of all possible 's. By Lemma 2, if and only if If , then will be the set of rotation angles reachable through the adaptation process of the CALF algorithm. If , then only a subset of will be realized by the CALF algorithm. In this paper, we will assume in the following discussion. For convenience, we will use and its index interchangeably. The CALF direct angle updating formula (18) dictates the state transition probability from state at time instance . Lemma 3: If is a jointly normal distributed, wide-sense stationary random process, then the one-step state transition probability will be independent of the time index. That is
Pr Pr
Proof: At state , the rotation angle is a constant. Therefore, according to (1) , both and will be linear combinations of and That is to say, the output of the th stage lattice will also be a jointly normal distributed, wide-sense stationary random process. Thus, the probability distribution of the product will be independent of time index Hence, the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3 confirms the fact that the underlying Markov process is a time homogeneous Markov chain because the state transition probability is independent of time indices These observations lead to (21) . Finally, we note that the random variable has a Cauchy density centered at , as shown in (23) [19] . Based on Lemmas 1 and 4, the probability of state transition can be found according to the following theorem. 
where E is the Burg's estimate of the reflection coefficient [3] . Note that the denominator can be either greater or less than 0, depending on whether is greater or less than 1. Next, because , the numerator of (31) can be simplified to Substituting (32) and the above expression into (31), we have 
B. Asymptotic Convergence
In this section, we apply results derived in the previous section to prove the asymptotic convergence of the CALF algorithm. Our approach is to show that the adaptation steps in the CALF algorithm effect a regular, finite-state Markov chain. Then, we apply the convergence theorem of a regular Markov chain to establish the asymptotic convergence toward a limiting state probability distribution of the CALF algorithm.
Definition 1 [17] : A Markov chain is said to be regular if after sufficient number of state transitions, all elements of the state probability vector are positive, regardless of the initial state probability vector Theorem 2: Denote to be the set of states and to be the state transition probability matrix such that its th element , as defined in Theorem 1; then, the corresponding Markov chain is a regular Markov chain.
Proof: From (20), it is clear that the corresponding state transition matrix has a banded-matrix structure such that its th element is otherwise.
Thus, is a banded matrix with a bandwidth 3 equal to 3. Furthermore, all elements on the upper and lower subdiagonal of the matrix are positive. It is well known that the bandwidth of the product of two banded matrices is the sum of the bandwidths of these two matrices minus one. Hence, the th step probability transition matrix will be a full matrix consisting of positive elements. This implies that the probability of making a state transition from a state to any other state in steps must be greater than zero. This observation, together with Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, lead to the conclusion that the corresponding Markov chain is a regular Markov chain.
Given a regular Markov chain, it will converge to a unique limiting state probability distribution vector , regardless of its initial state distribution For convenience, we include the results from [17] as Theorem 3 below without proof.
Theorem 3: If is a regular transition matrix, then we have the following.
1) The powers approach a probability matrix . 2) Each row of is the same probability vector .
3) The components of are positive. Theorem 3 establishes the asymptotic convergence of the probability transition matrix of a regular Markov chain to a probability matrix Consequently, for any initial state probability (row) vector , we have
In other words, any initial state probability distribution will converge to a unique limit state probability distribution. Interpreted in terms of the CALF algorithm, the above results imply that the rotation angle converges to a random variable that has a unique probability distribution 
Example 2:
Based on the same model as described in Example 1, consider the case where
The one-step state transition probability matrix is The banded structure of the matrix is quite clear. The limiting probability distribution vector corresponding to is An explicit formulation for the limiting state probability distribution is generally too complicated for any practical problem. However, we may still deduce some of the basic properties. Our plan is to show that the limit probability distribution usually peaked around the true parameter value , regardless of the number of states. Corollary 4 guarantees that the state probability is larger for states closer to the optimal rotation angle Example 3: With the same experiment performed in Example 1, we plot the empirical rotation angle distribution of the ten trials and compare it with the theoretically computed results based on theories developed in this section. We assume that (i.e. ). The empirical distribution is generated by counting the histogram of rotation angles out of the ten trial runs. In each trial, the initial value of is selected randomly between 0 and , and the algorithm runs 100 000 time steps to ensure that the convergence is achieved. Then, the distribution of all the rotation angles in each time step are computed. These angle distributions for all three cases of and are plotted in Fig. 6 . We note that there are some discrepancies between the solid curve, which is the predicted angle distribution from the theorems developed in this paper, and the dotted lines, which are obtained in this experiment. These differences are mainly due to statistical variations because only ten trials are used.
C. Empirical Analysis of Convergence Rate
From Example 1 earlier, we observe that the convergence of CALF is faster when is small and slower when is large. To quantify these different convergence rates, we need to analyze the eigenvalue distribution of the probability transition matrix (39), clearly, (42) should also be satisfied for , as both sides are zeros. A reversible Markov chain has a very desirable property regarding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of its probability transition matrix.
Theorem 5 [6] : Let be the probability transition matrix of a reversible Markov chain; then, it has real eigenvalues and a set of linearly independent eigenvectors.
Proof: Define diag , where is the total number of states. The th element of the matrix can be found as
Hence, is a real-valued, symmetric matrix, which implies that it must have a set of real eigenvalues with linearly independent, real-valued eigenvectors. Let be its eigenvalue decomposition. Clearly, has an eigenvalue decomposition as (44) where and the eigenvalues are arranged in descending orders with Moreover, we can easily show that
The convergence of the state probability vector in the CALF algorithm can be measured by the norm of the difference between the present state probability vector and the state probability vector at convergence That is, Theorem 6: Let be the state transition probability matrix and be the state probability matrix at time Denote to be the set of eigenvalues of in descending order of their magnitudes such that if Define Then, as
where is the time constant of the convergence curve.
Proof: First, note that Then, take limits on both sides of the above expression, and note that for This leads to (45). Note that as Thus, the convergence rate slows down rapidly as increases. Using Matlab, we computed the based on several different values of and and plot the results in Fig. 7 . From this figure, it is clear that as increases and as decreases, approaches 1, which implies slower convergence. These trends are quite evident from the simulation results depicted in Figs. 3-5 . In practice, to expedite convergence, we may start by using a smaller value of in the CALF algorithm. Later, as convergence is detected, the user may opt to increase the value of to further enhance accuracy.
D. Variance of
The limiting distribution of , as illustrated in Fig. 6 , has a peak located around , which is the ideal value of This peak becomes narrower as increases. Let us consider the variance of when falls within an interval , with
We may assume that for and Thus
Var
where , and Therefore, the variance of is roughly proportional to Obviously, when according to (19) , the variance can be considerably large.
The classical solution for this uneven step-size problem, according to Walther [21] , is to allow the duplication of several elements in the shift sequences or, equivalently, duplicate specific elementary rotation angles For , only needs to be repeated. 4 When applied to CALF, this remedy will lead to a nonmonotonic relation between and , which violates Lemma 2. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Fortunately, as shown in the figure, the case where for only occurs at isolated points. These points are such that (15) no longer implies (16) . For example, if , then these pairs of points can be found as and for Thus, when the CALF algorithm is applied to such a modified sequence of elementary rotation angles, the convergence proof given in this section is still applicable.
E.Mean Square Prediction Error
The CALF algorithm is derived by minimizing an instantaneous estimate of the (single stage) output prediction error If , by (4), we see that is minimized. Similarly, it is not difficult to show that the mean convergence, the angle is more likely to be at the minimum mean square solution than other rotation angles. Finally, we note that the mean square output prediction error, on convergence of the CALF algorithm, can be expressed as The amount is the excessive mean square error, which leads to the definition of misadjustment as V. CONCLUSION Under the assumption that the input is a wide-sense stationary normal random process, we established the convergence of the CALF algorithm as the convergence of the state probability distribution of a regular Markov chain toward its equilibrium probability distribution. We link the asymptotic convergence rate to the magnitude of the second largest eigenvalue of the state probability transition matrix. These results coincide very well to those obtained empirically using simulations. Future research will focus on studying the convergence properties when the modified shift sequence is used, the effects of adaptively changing step size to expedite convergence, and a comparison of the performance of CALF with other adaptive lattice filtering algorithms not based on a CORDIC processor implementation.
